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DSPECIALISTS expands its worldwide sales network for HARVEY®
DPECIALISTS starts into 2020 with three new distribution partners to strengthen the
worldwide sales network for the product family HARVEY®.
Berlin, 02.01.2020 - DSPECIALISTS GmbH will continue to develop other features for the HARVEY®
product family in 2020. Besides of new software features and components, the further expansion of
the international sales network will remain a key task. With beginning of 2020, three new
distribution partners are already on board.
HARVEY® will be distributed in New Zealand by Sound Choice Pro Audio NZ (SCPA-NZ). In Korea, the
LNS CORPORATION team is pleased to take over the sales activities and the Philippine market will be
served professionally by Stage Craft International.
SCPA-NZ is a New Zealand based company providing product solutions, engineering services and
technical advice to the AV industry. Especially the easy configuration and the possibility to control
not only audio, but also media equipment and lighting, as offered in different versions e.g. "HARVEY
AMP" with Class D Amplifier, are of great interest for the New Zealand company. But the first-class
audio quality is also inspiring. SCPA-NZ's product portfolio and the wide range of skills and abilities of
the team around Tony Edwards, Director of SCPA-NZ, created a fast, trustworthy basis and a common
understanding for the future partnership from the first meeting.
Stage Craft International, Inc. is a leading provider of professional audio, video, lighting and technical
integration services and conference equipment, as well, based in Makati City in the economic and
financial center of the Philippines. The technical expertise and creative application of its various
professional brands have made Stage Craft a company of choice for over 25 years. The ability to meet
the requirements of international and large-scale event and conference management has led to longterm partnerships with international institutions, governments and the private sector.
LNS CORPORATION, based in the South Korean province of Gyeonggi-do, 20 km south of the capital
Seoul, is already a distribution partner for several products of German companies and is proud to be
able to distribute HARVEY®, another high-quality product from Germany, in South Korea.
DSPECIALISTS will showcase during ISE 2020 (booth 14-K170) in Amsterdam "HARVEY AMP",
HYPERMATRIX® configuration software and HARVEYs sidekick the remote control in different
variants. ISE visitors will be able to see how easy it is to configure HARVEY® for various applications
and how convenient it is to set up a project for a complex task within a few minutes.
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DSPECIALISTS develops and markets its own product family HARVEY®, a flexible audio and media
control matrix that is available in various versions.
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